Abstract. Some of the most widely used algorithmsfor two-point boundaryvalue ODEs, namely nite di erence and collocation methods and standard multiple shooting, proceed by setting up and solving a structured system of linear equations. It is well known that the linear system can be set up e ciently in parallel; we show here that a structured orthogonal factorization technique can be used to solve this system, and hence the overall problem, in an e cient, parallel, and stable way.
1. Introduction. Many numerical algorithms for solving the linear two-point boundary value problem y 0 = M(t)y + q(t); t 2 a; b]; y 2 R n ;
(1) B a y(a) + B b y(b) = d; (2) have been proposed and studied over the last 30 years. Many of these methods require a structured linear algebraic system (for example, a block-tridiagonal or staircase system) to be solved as a \core" operation, and considerable e ort has been devoted to minimizing the amount of computer time and storage required during the factorization of the coe cient matrix of this system. E cient factorization schemes, based on structured Gaussian elimination, have been implemented and are widely available (see x2, and Varah 19] , Diaz, Fairweather and Keast 7], Lentini and Pereyra 13], and Keller 9] .) During the last 10 years, the question of stability of algorithms for (1),(2) has received a great deal of attention (see, for example, Mattheij 15] .) It has been recognized that in a well-conditioned problem (that is, one whose solution is not too sensitive to perturbations in M, q or the boundary conditions (2)), the fundamental solution space generally contains both exponentially increasing and exponentially decreasing modes. The stability of a numerical method for (1),(2) depends on its ability to at some point perform a \decoupling" of these modes. For the standard multiple shooting and nite di erence algorithms, this decoupling is performed implicitly, during the factorization of the structured linear system, through the use of a pivoting strategy that prevents element growth in the factors. Unfortunately, parallel and vectorizable algorithms that have been proposed for solving the linear system invariably place some restriction on the choice of pivots. This can lead to undesirable element growth in the factors, and such methods are in fact similar to compacti cation algorithms for (1), (2) which are known to be unstable. In this paper, we use instead a structured orthogonal factorization technique which is stable, has an identical serial complexity to the best-known algorithms, and can be e ciently implemented on a wide variety of parallel architectures. A variant of the algorithm vectorizes e ciently, in much the same way as cyclic reduction for block-tridiagonal linear systems. No separability of the boundary conditions is needed. Although we focus on matrices arising from multiple shooting and one-step di erencing schemes, the technique can be applied equally well to the more general staircase matrix structures which arise in other numerical schemes, such as collocation.
We assume throughout that n is too small to allow e cient parallel or vector implementation of order-n matrix and vector operations. Instead, parallelismis sought by partitioning the domain a; b] of the independent variable.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in x2 we review the multiple shooting and nite di erence algorithms, the structured linear systems that result from them, and the e cient Gaussian elimination techniques used to solve them on serial computers. In x3 we brie y review previous work on parallel and vectorizable algorithms. The new algorithm is presented in x4, together with a stability result and analysis of serial and parallel complexity. In x5 we describe parallel implementation of a standard technique for estimating the condition number of the coe cient matrix, which can be used for purposes of a posteriori error analysis. Finally in x6 we describe the results of implementation of the scheme on shared-memory and vector architectures.
2. Serial algorithms. The \standard" multiple shooting technique for (1) , (2) proceeds by de ning a mesh a = t 1 < t 2 < : : : < t k+1 = b; (3) and nding a fundamental and particular solution on each interval of the mesh:
Y i (t) 2 R n n ; t 2 t i ; t i+1 ]; Y i (t i ) = I; y 0 pi = M(t)y pi + q(t); y pi (t) 2 R n ; t 2 t i ; t i+1 ]; y pi (t i ) = 0: Then, we try to nd s i 2 R n , i = 1; : : :; k + 1, such that y(t) = Y i (t)s i + y pi (t); t 2 t i ; t i+1 ]; i = 1; : : :; k:
(Note in particular that s i = y(t i ), i = 1; : : :; k + 1.) By applying the boundary conditions (2) , and continuity at the meshpoints, we obtain the following linear system in s 1 ; : : :; s k+1 : In the (quite common) case in which the boundary conditions are separated, this system can be rearranged into a block-banded form. If p is the number of initial conditions and q is the number of nal conditions (p+q = n), we can assume without loss of generality that the boundary data (2) can be partitioned as follows:
and assume that B a and B b are scaled such that k B a ; B b ]k 1 = 1, then from (4),(5), cond 1 (A S ) k : (9) For the nite-di erence coe cient matrix A D in (7), a similar analysis applies if we note that = 2 + O( h) for small h = max i=1;:::;k h i . We use this fact, together with A D = A S + O( h), to derive the bound cond 1 (A D ) (2 + O( h))k : (10) The slightly di erent form of the bounds (9) and (10) is motivated by the fact that k is typically larger in a nite di erence algorithm than in a multiple shooting algorithm. Bounds for the coe cient matrices in (5) and (8) are, of course, identical to their non-separated counterparts.
As stated earlier, Gaussian elimination algorithms with various forms of pivoting have been previously proposed for solving (4) , (5), (7), (8) . The practical stability of such algorithms for general matrices is well known, but is also well known that the worst-case behavior can be very bad, as a result of possible growth of elements in the factors which is exponential in the dimension (k + 1)n of the system. It has been shown (see, for example, Mattheij 15] ) that the presence of an exponential dichotomy in (1), (2) ensures that this worst-case behavior does not arise when elimination algorithms are applied to the matrices in (4),(5), (7), (8) . In the partially separated cases (5), (8) , similar results can be proved, without referring to the dichotomy at all, by using the results of Bohte 4] . Bohte shows that for banded linear systems, the bound on element growth in partial pivoting algorithms is exponential only in the bandwidth.
In the simplest case of Gaussian elimination with row partial pivoting (with coe cient matrices and right-hand sides denoted by A SP and f SP in (5) and A DP and f DP in (8) 
The result follows by combining (16) and (17) in an elementary way. A more economical scheme for solving (5) and (8), described by Varah 19] and implemented by Diaz, Fairweather, and Keast 7] , is the method of alternate row and column elimination. For the rst p stages of the process, we use column pivoting and elimination (involving columns 1 through n); this produces no ll-in. For stages p + 1 through n we use row pivoting and elimination for the same reason. Column and row elimination alternate in this way until a factorization of the form A DP = PLBU (18) is produced, where P and are permutation matrices, L and U are lower and upper triangular matrices of multipliers, and B has the form B = 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 3. Parallel elimination algorithms. Other parallel and vectorizable algorithms, based on Gaussian elimination, have recently been proposed for (4), (5), (7), (8) . In general, they su er either from poor stability properties or from limitations in the amount of parallelism which is possible.
Wright and Pereyra 21] describe variants of a block factorization algorithm applied to (7) . In the most highly vectorized variant, a factorization of the form (where the P i are permutation matrices) is produced. It is easy to show that for h su ciently small, this factorization exists. It is equivalent to compacti cation 3, page 153] which, because of its similarity to single shooting, is known to be potentially unstable. However, this instability can usually be recognized by the presence of large elements in the Z i blocks. The strategy described in 21, x5] is to use this factorization where possible, and discard it in favor of a more stable method if the kZ i k are too large. In many applications (such as the one described in 21]) the lack of stability is not a problem. Paprzycki and Gladwell 17] describe a partitioned elimination algorithm in which (8) is torn into P submatrices, each of which has the same form as the original A DP , and alternate row and column elimination is applied to each piece. This corresponds to partitioning the interval a; b] and solving a number of sub-BVPs, each of which has p initial and q nal conditions. Although the number of initial and nal conditions is correct, this alone is not enough to ensure well-conditioning of the sub-BVPs. In a linear algebra sense, well-conditioning of the whole matrix A DP does not guarantee well-conditioning of each of the P submatrices. Ascher and Mattheij 2] develop a \theoretical multiple shooting" framework in which they show how boundary values for the sub-BVPs should be chosen to ensure well-conditioning. Ascher and Chan 1] suggest how to implement this in a parallel environment.
Another possibility, which leads to near-perfect speedup on two processors (but cannot be generalized to a higher order of parallelism) is the \burn at both ends" or \twisted" factorization. Here, some form of pivoted Gaussian elimination is applied simultaneously from both ends of the matrix (either A DP or A SP ). When the factorizations meet in the center, a small reduced system is formed and factored. This is analogous to the approach of Lentini 11] .
Finally, we mention the approach of Ascher and Chan 1], who form the normal equations for (5) and (8), and factorize the resulting symmetric, positive de nite, block-tridiagonal system using cyclic reduction. In exact arithmetic, this scheme produces a triangular factor which is identical to that given by the \cyclic reduction" variant of the algorithm to be described in the next section. The di erence lies in the fact that by explicitly forming the normal equations, the condition number of a linear system is squared, an e ect that is avoided when the algorithm from x4 is used.
4. Structured orthogonal factorization. We now describe the structured QR factorization algorithm, as applied to the system (7). It can of course be applied equally well to the systems (8), (4), (5), since it is indi erent to separability of the boundary conditions. The rst step is to partition the system into, say, P pieces of approximately equal size. We choose indices k 1 ; k 2 ; : : :; k P+1 to satisfy 0 = k 1 < k 2 < : : : < k P+1 = k; k j+1 k j + 2; j = 1; : : :; P:
(P could for instance be the number of processors on the physical machine being used to solve the problem.) Partition j then consists of rows (k j + 1)n + 1; : : :; (k j+1 + 1)n of (7). Each partition is now processed independently; in e ect, the variables s i for i 6 = k j + 1, j = 0; : : :; P, are eliminated from the problem.
We describe this process in detail for the rst partition, which, if augmented with its right-hand side, has the form : (21) Formally, the reduction process for partition j can be speci ed as follows:
for i = k j + 1; : : :; k j+1 ? 1
Find orthogonal Q i such that
where R i 2 R n n is upper triangular;
end (for)
Clearly The form of (24) is obviously identical to the form of the original system (7), so this immediately suggests that it may be possible to apply the whole process recursively, that is, (24) could be partitioned into P 2 P=2 pieces, and the algorithm described above could be applied to obtain a smaller reduced system. This process could be repeated for, say, L levels, so at the innermost level a (P L + 1)n-dimensional system would remain.
In a parallel implementation of the algorithm, the number of levels L to be used and the number of processors to be used at each level depend on the number of available processors on the physical machine, and, on a distributed-memory machine, on the cost of interprocessor communication. The \extreme" cases are as follows:
A one-level version (P = 1; k 2 = k), in which (7) is reduced to the 2n 2n system
which is then solved by QR factorization. This is the \serial" version of the algorithm. A two-level version, in which P processors are used to do the reduction and back-substitution (23), and the system (24) is solved by the one-level algorithm just described. It is easy to see that, assuming that each partition contains about k=P rows of blocks, the time required for the reduction phase is proportional to (k=P ? 1)n 3 . The time required to solve (24) on a single processor is proportional to (P + 1)n 3 . The latter operation will not be a bottleneck for the whole process, provided that k P 2 . A \cyclic reduction" version, in which P is equal to the number of available processors (assuming that P k=2), and then P 2 = P=2, P 3 = P=4, : : :, P L = 1. Here clearly L = log 2 P + 1. The total computation time required will be proportional to (k=P ? 1 + log 2 P)n 3 , while the communication time will be proportional to n 2 log 2 P. With regard to complexity, the algorithm is optimal: when k = P log 2 P, the execution time is O(log 2 P) on P processors, while the serial time is O(P log 2 P). The cyclic reduction variant is also appropriate for implementation on a single vector processor. In this environment, we could choose P = k=2; P 2 = k=4; P 3 = k=8; : : :, and so L = log 2 k + 1. At level l, the reduction and back-substitution processes can be coded so that most of the arithmetic involves vectors of length k=2 l . At low levels, a reversal of the loop nesting can be used to ensure that vector lengths do not fall below n.
It is not di cult to see that the factorization and solution phases can be separated, provided that the Householder vectors are stored (in the locations vacated by the zeroed elements). This feature is useful when quasi-linearization is used to solve a rstorder nonlinear BVP. The same coe cient matrix (and its factorization) can be used for a number of consecutive iterations to produce \chord method" approximations to Newton steps.
It is important to note that the scheme proposed above is simply standard Householder QR factorization applied to an initial row-and column-permuted form of the original matrix. Thus, we can apply the standard stability analysis for (k + 1)ndimensional matrices from Lawson and Hanson 10] to obtain error bounds for the computed solutions. We have re ned these bounds to take into account the structure of the matrix. In addition, to allay any possible concerns about instability at the level of the O(u 2 ) terms, we have removed these terms using the style of analysis in Wilkinson 20] 
Proof. See Appendix B. where A is one of the coe cient matrices from (4), (7), (5), (8), and R is the upper triangular factor produced by the procedure just described. It is easy to show that 1
kAk 1 can of course be calculated directly, and so computation of the estimate of kR ?1 k 1 is the major part the task of nding^ . Following 6], we do this by rst nding vectors z and v such that R T v = z; where the components of z are all 1 and are chosen by a heuristic that attempts to maximize kvk 1 . This is done during the factorization of A; as reduction of each partition into a single row of blocks is performed, the heuristic can be applied to nd the components of z and v corresponding to the rows and columns of the original system that are eliminated. Next, the solution of Rw = v is found concurrently with the solution of the original linear system Rs = Q T f. We then use the estimate kR ?1 k 1 kwk 1 kvk 1
:
The operation count for calculation of^ is approximately four times that of doing a single backsolve with R, and the parallel complexity is the same as that of the factorization and solution. Comparisons with the LINPACK condition number estimator of cond 1 (A) (which is based on an LU factorization of A but uses similar heuristics) show that the two estimates are usually within a factor of 3 of each other. Table 1 Operation counts and storage requirements for four algorithms, assuming separated end conditions. k = number of meshpoints, n = dimension of y, p = number of left-hand end conditions, R = number of right-hand sides
Algorithm
Operation count Storage LU (row pivoting) k Table 2 Operation counts and storage requirements for four algorithms, assuming non-separated end conditions. k = number of meshpoints, n = dimension of y, R = number of right-hand sides Approximate operation counts and storage requirements for these algorithms and the normal equations method of Ascher and Chan 1] are given in Tables 1 and 2 , for separated and non-separated boundary conditions, respectively. In tabulating storage requirements, it has been assumed that intermediate information generated during the factorization | namely, the multipliers and Householder vectors | is stored for possible later use with a di erent right-hand side. In general, the structured QR algorithms require the most operations. This result is not surprising, since it is well known that orthogonal factorization of dense matrices requires about twice as much work as Gaussian elimination. Moreover, in the case of separated end conditions, structured QR generates ll-in that is avoided by the elimination-based methods, and this adds further to the operation count. On the other hand, the operation counts and storage requirements for strutured QR are not a ected if the end conditions are non-separated rather than separated, while for the other methods, they increase substantially. The method based on normal equations requires about the same amount of work as structured QR; however, as we noted earlier, it is less stable. We add the caveat that operation counts are notoriously bad predictors of run time for factorizations of narrow-banded matrices. For small n, much of the CPU time is taken up with non-numerical operations. This is borne out by our results, which show that the QR algorithm does not do as badly as predicted in serial mode. The linear system solvers described above have been incorporated into both a multiple shooting and nite di erence (box method) framework. The dverk code from netlib was used to solve the IVPs on each interval of multiple shooting, with the global error tolerance parameter set to 10 ?10 . A user-speci ed number k of equallyspaced intervals is used for both methods. For practical codes, the choice of the number of intervals and their lengths (and e cient parallel implementation of this) are important issues, but we focus here on the linear algebra, which typically is the most computationally intensive part of a nite di erence-based code. In accord with the theoretical results of x2 and x4, virtually no di erence was noted between the stability properties of structured QR and row-pivoted LU. As evidence of this, we quote results for the following test problem: Problem 1 ( Tables 3 and 4 show the maximumerror in the rst component of the computed result. Because of its failure to decouple the fundamental solution modes, compacti cation performs poorly. The accuracy of box method solutions is limited by discretization error, while the multiple shooting solutions are accurate up to the conditioning of the discrete system and the tolerance imposed on the IVP solver. The DECOMP code gives accurate results here because the end conditions are separated. When this is not the case, as in problem 3 below, DECOMP is known to be unstable.
To test the relative speed of the linear solvers, two further problems from the literature were used in addition to problem 1. These were Table 3 Box The solution is y(t) = e t (1; 1; 1) T .
Problems 1 and 2 have separated end conditions, while two of the three end conditions for problem 3 are non-separated. We report on ve cases (two di erent values of k were tried for problems 1 and 2, and values of = 1 and ! = 50 were used in problem 1). Table 5 gives condition estimates for the multiple shooting and nite di erence matrices.
Results from \scalar" implementations on one processor of the Alliant FX/8 are shown in Table 6 . We have tabulated the times required to solve the linear systems. The -Og compiler option was used with each code, so the vector processing capabilities of the Alliant were not used. In addition to the linear solvers already mentioned, we tested SQR-CR, which was the cyclic-reduction variant of structured QR. Note that the SQR codes typically take two to three times as long as ROWPP, though the penalty is Table 7 CRAY Y-MP, one-processor timings for linear system solvers. Table 9 Alliant FX/8, Ratio of times for ROWPP (one-processor) to times for SQR-2 (eight processors)
Problem Speedup 1a 1.3 1b 3.2 2a
1.4 2b 2.9 3 4.7 much smaller when the end conditions are not separated (as in problem 3). In either case, the overhead for using structured QR is not as great as the operation counts in Tables 1 and 2 would suggest. Timings for a vectorized implementation on one processor of a CRAY Y-MP are shown in Table 7 . In general, the SQR-CR code becomes very competitive, particularly when n = 2 or 3, k is large, and/or the end conditions are not separated. This code performs extremely well on problems 1b and 3. When n = 4 (problem 2), the small amount of vectorization that occurs in the other codes lessens the advantage of SQR-CR, while in problems 1a and 2a the value of k makes the overall computational task to small to bene t from vectorization. Table 8 gives results for an eight-processor parallel implementation on the Alliant FX/8. The -Ogc option was used during compilation. Here, SQR-2 refers to the two-level version of structured QR, in which the original system is broken into eight partitions of equal size, which are factorized concurrently. On the largest problem, the parallel e ciency of structured QR (measured by comparing serial SQR-1 to parallel is 87% | quite acceptable, given that the solution of the reduced system is an unavoidable bottleneck. The e ciency improves further for still larger problems. De ning speedup as the ratio of the one-processor time for the best serial algorithm to the eight-processor time for the best parallel algorithm, we see, from Table 9 , that in three of the ve cases good parallel e ciency is attained. The remaining two problems were too small for parallelism to have much e ect.
Comparing Tables 6 and 8 , it can be seen that ROWPP and DECOMP also speed up a little when extra processors are available. This is because the Alliant is a sharedmemory machine. It is important to note that on the current generation of messagepassing machines, these algorithms will not bene t from multiprocessing unless n is large enough that rows or columns within each block can pro tably be distributed around the processor array. This is unlikely to happen until n is at least 50 or 100. On the other hand, e cient implementations of multilevel SQR on these machines will be possible for much more typical problem sizes.
To summarize, we conclude that the structured QR codes are useful in the following circumstances:
when the computational task of solving the linear equations is substantial enough to bene t from vectorization or parallelism; especially, when the end conditions are not separated; on a vector processor, when the value of n is too small (say, only 2 or 3) to allow e cient vectorized factorization of n n blocks; on the current generation of distributed-memory multiprocessors, unless n is very large and the number of processors is very small; on a shared-memory multiprocessor, unless n is quite large (say, greater than 8) and there are fewer than four processors.
A. Appendix A. We start with a result which is similar to 8, Theorem 3. 
From (30), and using b w < N, it is clear that 2 b w u 0:5, so (42) follows trivially.
Since the left-hand side of (41) Proof. Note rst that the pivoting does not alter the sparsity structure of A. We can, therefore, view alternate row and column elimination as being applied to P T A T (where P and are permutation matrices) to produce a computed factorization P For the purpose of this Appendix, it is simplest to view the structured factorization process as the application of k ? 1 orthogonal transformation matrices Q 1 ; Q 2 ; : : :; Q k?1 to a row-and column-reordered version of A D (and the right-hand side f D ), followed by the application of another two matrices Q k and Q k+1 to e ect the nal reduction of (25). (Q k and Q k+1 reduce the rst and last n columns of the coe cient matrix in (25), respectively.) Each of the Q j , j = 1; : : :; k ? 1 are products of n Householder re ectors, and each operates on only a small part of the matrix that it multiplies: to be precise, a 2n 3n submatrix. Since we wish to reduce (7) as required.
